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Abstract 
In pipelines used for petroleum production and transportation, sand particles may be present in 
the multi-phase flow of oil and gas and water. The Acoustic Emission (AE) measurement 
technique is used in the field of sand monitoring and detection in the oil and gas industry. 
However, as the AE signals recorded are strongly influenced by flow conditions in the pipe, 
identification of sand particle related signals or events remain a significant challenge in 
interpretation of AE signals. Therefore, a systematic investigation of sand particle impact AE 
energy measurements, using a sensor mounted on the outer surface of a sharp bend in a carbon 
steel pipe, was carried out in the laboratory to characterise flow signals using a slurry 
impingement flow loop test rig. A range of silica sand particles fractions of mean particle size 
(212 to 710 μm) were used in the flow with particle nominal concentration between (1 and 5 
wt.%) while the free stream velocity was changed between (4.2 and 14 ms-1).
A signal processing technique was developed in which the total AE energy associated with 
particle-free water impingement was divided into static and oscillated parts and a demodulated 
frequency analysis was carried out on the oscillated part to identify major spectral components 
and hence the sources of AE signals. A simple theoretical model for water impingement AE 
signals was then developed to show the dependence of AE energy components on different 
flow speeds. A similar decomposition of AE energy into static and oscillatory components was 
used to analyse AE signals for  particle-laden flows. The effect of flow speed on the spectral 
AE energy for different sand concentrations and particle size fractions was investigated and the 
results show that the 100Hz band is attributed to mechanical noise, the 42Hz band is due to 
fluid turbulence and the dominant band is broad oscillated component.
The AE energy decomposition method together with the water impingement model and 
coupled with spectral peaks filtering enable isolation of AE energy associated with particle 
impact from other AE sources and noise and ,hence, the proposed decomposition approach can 
enhance the interpretation of AE data in pipeline flows. 
Keywords: Acoustic Emission (AE), sand monitoring, slurry, flow noise.
List of symbols and abbreviations:
AE: acoustic emission
C: solids concentration in flow loop (expressed as weight percentage)
dp: Diameter of impacting particle
RMS AE: Root-mean-square of the acoustic emission time series, often used as a time-series 
itself, of lower effective sampling rate)
wt.%: percentage, by weight (for example mass of particles as a percentage of total mass of 
particles plus carrier fluid)
v: fluid speed in flow loop
Ew: Measured AE energy associated with particle-free water impingement, V2.sec  
: Static AE energy associated with particle-free water impingement, V2.sec  𝐸𝑤𝑠𝑡
: Oscillated AE energy associated with particle-free water impingement, V2.sec  𝐸 𝑤𝑜𝑠𝑐
: Measured AE energy associated with particle-laden flow, V2.sec𝐸 𝑠𝑙𝑡𝑜𝑡
: Static AE energy associated with particle-laden flow, V2.sec𝐸𝑠𝑙𝑠𝑡
: Oscillated AE energy associated with particle-laden flow, V2.sec𝐸 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑐
: Oscillated AE energy associated with particle-laden flow for 100 Hz harmonic series, 𝐸 𝑠𝑙𝑠𝑝1
V2.sec
: Oscillated AE energy associated with particle-laden flow for 42 Hz band, V2.sec𝐸 𝑠𝑙𝑠𝑝2
: Remaining oscillated AE energy associated with particle-laden flow, V2.sec𝐸 𝑠𝑙𝑏𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑑
EP: AE energy associated with particle impacts, V2.sec
: Static AE energy associated with particle impacts, V2.sec𝐸 𝑝𝑠𝑡
n: curve fit power index, as in y = Axn + B
ni: curve fit power index for a particular independent variable 
1.  Introduction 
During petroleum production, sand particles may be present in hydrocarbon flow due to drilling, 
formation damage, well ageing, reservoir fracturing and use of proppants [1]. The sand can cause 
serious problems in wear of pipelines and valves and the integrity of the production facilities [2]. 
Therefore, methods of identifying and quantifying sand production are needed. Methods of sand 
management include inspection techniques after production and involving disrupting production. 
Faster, non-disruptive, on-line monitoring techniques for sand production are needed to enable 
hydrocarbon production optimization. An on-line technique needs to identify the onset of sand 
production, assess the extent of damage to pipelines and production facilities, enable actions to 
be taken when excessive sand is produced and provide timely information for sand management 
measures. 
Existing sand monitoring techniques can be broadly classified as intrusive and non-intrusive 
methods. Electrical Resistance (ER) sensing elements, radio-active probes and optical 
measurements [3] use intrusive mechanism to monitor the presence of sand flow streams. This 
type of device can be inefficient as they are not robust and need replaced after establishing the 
sand presence. Although such methods provide a reasonable assessment of the cumulative sand 
production, they are not effective in providing the real time or instantaneous indication of sand 
production [4]. Therefore, there is a need for a non-intrusive, fast, easily and cheaply 
maintained technique that can monitor large structures or pipelines from a single sensor 
location. Non-intrusive methods involve “listening” to the sound generated by a stream of solid 
particles impinging on a pipe wall. Vibration analysis is a non-intrusive technique which has 
gained interest in recent years. For example, Wang et al [5] have used a vibration technique for 
sand detection in sand-oil-water multiphase flow. A multiphase flow comprising a mixed liquid 
of 80 wt.% water and 20 wt.% oil with average speed of 2.14 ms-1 and sand content from 0.03 
wt.% to 0.09 wt.%  with sand fractions  between 80 and 325 μm was used in a multiphase flow 
loop. A broad band vibration sensor was installed at two locations, a down-stream bend pipe 
wall and on an impact cell which was designed to amplify the vibration signals caused by solid 
particle impacts. They observed a good correlation between power spectrum amplitude of 
recorded vibration signals and sand concentration with different sizes of particles. In another 
work by the same authors, Wang et al [6] have used the vibration measurement technique for 
sand detection in sand-gas multiphase flow. Using the same vibration sensor to acquire the 
vibration signals generated by sand impinging on horizontal and vertical down-stream bend 
pipe wall, they observed a correlation between vibration energy and sand mass flow rate. Also, 
Wang et al [7] carried out a more applied field study on four typical wells in Bohai oil 
production platform. They observed a difference in the time-frequency domain and power 
spectrum between sand and non-sand producing wells and claimed a correlation between the 
recorded vibration signal power spectrum amplitude and sand production volume.
Another non-intrusive technique is monitoring of particle impact using Acoustic Emission 
(AE) which exploits the fact that, when a hard, solid particle strikes a target, a fraction of the 
incident energy dissipates as elastic waves, which will propagate through the target material 
according to its geometry and elastic properties before being detected by a suitable AE sensor. 
Because of this, and the very high temporal resolution available from AE, the potential of AE 
to monitor particle impact energy has attracted many investigators. A detailed review on the 
application of AE in monitoring particle impacts and in wear studies is beyond the scope of 
this paper and has been presented in the author’s previous works [8-11].
The characteristics of the observed signal from the AE sensor will depend not only on the 
particle impact dynamics, the propagation of waves into the target medium and the type of 
sensor used but also on the carrier fluid conditions as well as electrical noise that is produced 
by analog-to-digital conversion circuit. Therefore, to enhance the detection ability of sand 
particle impacts an understanding of other sources of AE associated with fluid flow [12] is 
needed, to enable detailed analysis of the signals. Generally speaking, there are two main 
methods to filter out the noise from various sources such as mechanical and flow related AE 
sources. The first is to use a band-pass filter in the hardware circuit where the piezoelectric 
element is tuned to magnify the response from a specific frequency range while attenuating the 
frequencies associated with other AE sources. However, this method can introduce an electrical 
noise from analog devices. The second method is to use signal processing algorithms after 
converting the analog signal to digital signal. This method was implemented in this work. Gao 
et al [4] mounted an acoustic sensor on the external surface of a bend in a 1 inch diameter pipe 
in a multiphase flow loop and varied flow speed between 5 to 9.5 ms-1 and used fine sand of 
100 µm size at 1wt.% concentration. Using a combination of hard band-pass filtering for the 
analog signal and a wavelet threshold de-noising algorithm for the digital signal, they were 
able to filter out the noise from other sources in the signal and improve signal to noise ratio for 
sand signals about 30%.
This work develops from the results described by Droubi and Reuben [11] in which a relatively 
traceable way of measuring the total AE impact energy associated with particle-laden flow was 
proposed as a diagnostic impingement indicator for practical cases. However, this work uses a 
new model based on the static and oscillatory parts of the AE signal for particle free water flow 
in a laboratory flow loop, using demodulated spectral analysis. Those parts of the signal are 
then removed from signals acquired for tests with water flowing at a range of flow rates and 
where a range of sand fractions and quantities are included. This enhances the temporal 
sensitivity of the AE technique and enables identification and quantification of sand in these 
laboratory tests. 
2.   Experimental method
Figure 1 illustrates schematically the experimental set-up, and this is described in detail by 
Droubi and Reuben [11]. The flow loop consisted of a positive displacement pump (model 
C22BC10RMB, Mono™ pump driven by a 1.1 kW geared motor to give an output speed of 
587 rpm), standard 23 mm PVC piping, a 50 litre conical tank and choke valves. The pump 
was chosen due to its ability to handle fluids with high concentration of solids up to 10 wt%, 
also to eliminate any pulsatile flows. The slurry was first mixed by recirculating it through a 
by-pass leg for around 20 minutes to ensure that all the solids were suspended in the flow before 
diverting the flow to the bend.
A sharp 90 degree bend ( measurement cell) made from 5 mm bore carbon steel was inserted 
into the 23 mm bore PVC pipeline system in order to localize the impingement area and 
minimize the impact angle range. The bend wall opposite to the stream was milled flat to assist 
sensor mounting and machined to give 7 mm wall thickness at the site where the sensor was 
mounted. A broad band piezoelectric AE sensor (Micro-80D, Physical Acoustics Corp.) was 
coupled by means of high vacuum grease onto the outside surface of the bend directly above 
the impingement area then clamped onto the bend using a magnetic clamp. The sensor was 10 
mm in diameter, and produces a relatively flat frequency response across the range (0.1 to 1 
MHz) and operates in a temperature range of -65 to 177o C. The signal from the AE sensor was 
pre-amplified (PAC series 1220A with switchable 20/40/60 dB gain and integral band pass 
filter between 0.1-1 MHz) and AE records were acquired during impingement at a sampling 
frequency of 2.5 MHz for a duration of 1 second at full bandwidth. Prior to testing, the 
sensitivity of the sensor was checked by performing a pencil lead break test [13] at the bend to 
check the functioning of the AE detection system and to confirm the quality of sensor coupling. 
The AE energy measured was based on at least ten repeats for each particle size range tested. 
Following each set of experiments with a given particle loading, the rig was drained and 
cleaned.
Figure 1:  Experimental setup (slurry jet test apparatus) and measurement system.
Silica sand slurry was made from 10 litres of clean water and a predetermined mass of different 
particle size fractions in order to obtain the required concentration. In order to compare the 
results from this work with the previous works by the authors, the same test conditions as was 
used by [11] were chosen here. Four different particle size fractions were used (212-250 µm, 
300-425 µm, 500-600 µm and 600-710 µm)  and, for each fraction, an impingement run was 
carried out with a total of three levels of solid concentration, C, (1, 2.5, and 5wt.%), where 
wt.% is the percentage concentration of solids by weight in the slurry, and four different flow 
velocities, v, ( 4.2, 6.8, 10.2, and 12.7 ms-1). The nominal concentration of the particles in the 
suspension was based on the amount added to the rig. For all test runs ten AE signals were 
acquired which resulted in analysis of over 1300 acquired AE signals.
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3. Analysis  
An essential aspect of AE monitoring is to be able to establish the physical phenomena which 
generate the AE.  In the case of particle-laden flows, the phenomenon of interest is particle 
impact with the pipe walls, although there may well be other sources (such as that caused by 
turbulent flow and electrical interferences). Therfore, the first step in enhancing the practicality 
of a sand monitoring system and to avoid a false interpretation of recorded AE data is by 
identifying the type of propogation behaviour shown by the wave generated from particle-free 
water impingement, as well as understanding any time or frequency domain characteristics 
introduced by operational flow conditions in the acquired AE signals. 
i. Analysis for particle-free water
Figure 2 shows samples of typical raw AE signals recorded for water impingement along with 
typical raw AE spectra over the range of flow speeds tested. It is clear that the raw AE signal 
amplitude, in general, increases with increasing flow speed. The effect of the sensor bandwidth 
is apparent in the raw frequency spectrum, with most energy being contained in the range 100-
400 kHz. The spectra show that most of the power is focused in three bands; one very narrow 
band centred on a frequency of around 100 kHz and characterised by a spike at the lowest speed 
whose magnitude decreases rapidly with increasing flow speed, a band at 150 kHz to 200 kHz, 
and another band at 300 kHz to 400 kHz. There is also a small component at 600 kHz at 12.7 
ms-1 flow speed. It is also clear that, within its bandwidth, the sensor shows a systematic shift 
in frequency content (power) towards the higher end as the flow speed increases. To quantify 
these systematic changes in raw AE frequency content, the proportion of the total energy in 
these three frequency bands was determined, for each of the 20 AE records at each flow speed. 
Figure 3 shows the variation in AE energy proportion in each band with flow speed where 
each point represents the average of 20 AE records along with the standard deviation. As can 
be seen, the first band decreases rapidly with flow speed while the highest frequency increases 
with speed. Thus, raw AE frequency analysis can potentially offer a means of monitoring flow 
speed.
Raw AE signal Frequency spectrum
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Figure 2: Typical 1-second raw AE time series for water impingement in the flow loop and their 
corresponding raw frequency spectra for flow speeds: (a) 4.2 ms-1, (b) 6.8 ms-1, (c) 10.2 ms-1, and (d) 
12.7 ms-1
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Figure 3: Proportion of AE energy in raw frequency bands versus flow speed; Band 1: 100 kHz, 
Band 2: 150-200 kHz, Band 3: 300-400 kHz
Figure 4 shows a magnified 0.1-second segment of the record depicted in Figure 2a in both 
raw and averaged forms. It is clear that the hydraulic conditions produce a strong pulsatile 
nature to the particle-free time series which can be seen as a carrier wave for the particle 
signatures. Dealing with such pulsatile signals requires a demodulated analysis of the signals 
to make use of the periodicity. Also, these signals suggest a strong influence of fluid pulses on 
the recorded AE with a pulse period of around 100 Hz, associated with the rotational speed of 
the pump, 10 Hz, and the helical geometry of the pump impeller. 
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Figure 4: Magnified view of 0.1-second segment of the signal shown in Figure 2a (i) raw AE signal 
and (ii) RMS AE signal
To investigate the lower frequency characteristics of the water impingement signals, 
demodulated frequency analysis was developed in MatLab and applied to all signals at all flow 
speeds tested. First, the raw AE signals were averaged with a 0.2 ms averaging time (over 500 
points) using a root mean square (RMS) algorithm, making the effective sampling rate 5000 
samples per second as shown in Figure 4ii.  Then, the RMS AE signal was made bipolar by 
subtracting the mean value of the record from each point in order to remove the DC component 
before transforming the signal into the frequency domain. Finally, all spectra were normalized 
to unit energy content in order to facilitate comparison.
Figure 5 shows typical examples of the resulting normalized RMS AE signals along with the 
corresponding normalized frequency for water impingement for each of the flow speeds tested. 
The frequency domain at the lowest flow speed, Figure 5a, shows spectral peaks occurring at 
relatively regular frequency intervals which imply the possibility of one fundamental frequency 
component with other peaks resulting from harmonics. On closer inspection, it was found that 
two spectral peaks are dominant; 100 Hz at the lowest flow speed and 42 Hz at the highest flow 
speed, Figure 5d. Between the two extreme speeds, the energy in the 100 Hz peak decreases 
with speed while the 42 Hz increases. The spectra at the intermediate speeds show a transition 
between the two extremes, Figure 5b showing both spectral peaks and Figure 5c exhibiting a 
broad demodulated frequency spectrum. 
At first sight, the complexity of what is essentially a noise pattern might make the identification 
of particle impact signatures a daunting prospect. However, a clear understanding of this 
pattern assists in separating signal from noise, but also allows the exploration of the potential 
to use the low frequency as a carrier wave. 
RMS AE signal Normalized Frequency spectrum
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Figure 5: Typical 1-second RMS AE signals for water impact and their  corresponding normalized 
demodulated spectrum for flow speeds: (a) 4.2 ms-1, (b) 6.8 ms-1, (c) 10.2 ms-1, and (d) 12.7 ms-1 
In order to quantify these demodulated spectra, a processing approach was devised based on 
categorisation of peak heights and their corresponding frequencies. For each flow rate, across 
the 20 records, all peaks in the spectrum were identified automatically by first applying an 
identification threshold of 5% of the maximum peak heights and then obtaining each peak 
height and its corresponding frequency. The ten highest peaks in the spectrum were then taken 
along with their corresponding frequency values for each record. Next, the resulting 200 values 
of peak height and corresponding frequency for each combination were used as an input to a 
MatLab algorithm. The algorithm divided the frequency range into 20 Hz bins and allocated 
each peak height to the appropriate frequency bin, calculating the number of occurrences in 
each bin. The average peak height for each bin was then determined by dividing the sum of all 
peak heights by the number of occurences: . 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = ∑𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠
Figure 6 summarises the results, quantifying the two distinct frequency patterns described 
above. As can be seen in Figure 6a a very clear harmonic pattern occurs at low speed with a 
fundemantal frequency of 100 Hz and charactersied by a set of much smaller harmonics. At 
the next highest speed, Figure 6b a broader spectrum based on 42 Hz begins to emerge 
alongside the 100 Hz pattern noted in Figure 6a. At the highest speed, the 100 Hz pattern is 
absent and is replaced by the 42 Hz band plus some higher frequency components not on the 
100 Hz series. The spectrum for the higher intermediate speed is slightly anomalous in that, 
although it contains a growing 42 Hz component, there are a number of other components 
present at higher intensity. Although the exact causes of these low frequency spectral 
behaviours are not entirely clear, it is likely that they are associated with the hydraulic and 
resonant behaviour of the flow loop. The rotational speed of the pump is 10 Hz and the  
resonance frequency of the pipe was calculated [14] to be in the range 12 to 24 Hz depending 
on the boundary conditions, so this does not explain either the 42 Hz or 100 Hz frequencies, 
nor, indeed the very obvious pulsation at lower speed. In fact, the spiral shape of the mono 
pump impeller is specifically designed to eliminate flow pulsations. However, it is possible 
that any practical application will be on a system with its own hydraulic characteristics and 
geometry, so the flow loop provides an example of how such characteristics might be dealt 
with in attempting to monitor particle impingement.
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Figure 6: Distribution of the ten top frequency peak heights for water impingement at four flow 
speeds: (a) 4.2 ms-1, (b) 6.8 ms-1, (c) 10.2 ms-1, and (d) 12.7 ms-1
As is obvious from the foregoing, any model for the AE arising from water impingement will 
consist of an oscillatory component and a static component. Therefore the total AE energy was 
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
divided into two parts, a static component Est and an oscillatory component Eosc. The static 
component was simply obtained by calculating the average of the square RMS value of the entire 
AE record (1-second). The oscillatory part was obtained by integrating the RMS of the 1-second 
averaged records using  ,(V2.sec), once the static component had been removed ∫𝑡0𝑉2𝑅𝑀𝑆(𝑡)𝑑𝑡
(records such as those shown in Figure 5).
The proportion of oscillatory energy that is contained in the top 10 peaks for all flow speeds is 
shown in Figure 7. As can be seen, the remaining energy is quite high for the higher speeds, 
particularly in Figure 7 (c) where a lot of other energy in different frequency bands are apparent 
and in many cases of the same order of magnitude, indicating a generally more broadband 
distribution of energy.
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Figure 7: Proportion of the oscillatory energy contained in the top 10 peaks for water impingement at 
four flow speeds: (a) 4.2 ms-1, (b) 6.8 ms-1, (c) 10.2 ms-1, (d) 12.7 ms-1
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figures 8 and 9 show the effect of flow speed, v, on both the static and oscillated AE energy 
components, respectively, where each point represents the average of the 10 AE records and 
error bars represent the variation of the 10 records as standard deviation. Previous work [11] 
found a power law dependence between total AE energy and flow speed. However in this case 
an exponential relationship shows the best comparison between the static and oscillatory 
components of the AE energy and flow speed as shown in Figures 8 and 9 where the horizontal 
axis is given as flow speed (v-4.1 m/s) which was used in the interest of obtaining a better fit. 
The best fit power equation is also shown for each AE component. Thus, the AE energy 
associated with water impingement can be described by a mean level  𝐸𝑤𝑠𝑡 = 0.0013𝑒𝑥𝑝
 and an oscillatory component of energy .[0.29(𝑣 ‒ 4.1)] 𝐸 𝑤𝑜𝑠𝑐 = 0.0026𝑒𝑥𝑝[0.19(𝑣 ‒ 4.1)]
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Figure 8: Effect of flow speed on static AE energy for water impingement showing the best power fit 
(solid line) and the best exponential fit (dashed line)
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Figure 9: Effect of flow speed on oscillatory AE energy for water impingement showing the best 
power fit (in red colour) and the best exponential fit (in blue colour)
ii. Slurry impact analysis
A decomposition into static and oscillatory components was also used to analyse the AE 
acquired from  particle-laden flow tests as shown in Figure 10. The total AE energy for each 
record,  was divided into its two main components the static component,   and the 𝑬 𝒔𝒍𝒕𝒐𝒕 𝑬
𝒔𝒍
𝒔𝒕
oscillatory component,  in the same way as was done for particle-free water. Each of these 𝑬 𝒔𝒍𝒐𝒔𝒄
can be further divided accordingly into components due to particles Ep and due to water and 
other mechanical sources Ew. 
                                 
Total energy:
Esltot
Total static energy 
componenent:
Esl st
Static energy for 
water impingement:
Ew st
Static energy for 
particle impact:
Ep st
Total oscillatory energy 
component:
Esl osc
Oscillatory energy  for 
100 Hz harmonic 
series
Esl sp1
Oscillatory energy 
for 42 Hz band
Esl sp2
Remaining energy in 
the demodulated 
band
Esl broad
Figure 10: Schematic illustration of the decomposition of slurry impingement AE energy in the flow 
loop
The static AE energy associated with particle impact, , can be determined by subtracting the  𝐸 𝑝𝑠𝑡
actual average values of the static energy of water impingement Figure 8, , from the total 𝐸𝑤𝑠𝑡
static energy of the slurry  as:  .𝐸𝑠𝑙𝑠𝑡 𝐸
𝑝
𝑠𝑡 = 𝐸𝑠𝑙𝑠𝑡 ‒ 𝐸𝑤𝑠𝑡
In order to examine if the energy for slurry impingement is carried in the same frequency bands 
as water impact, the dynamic slurry energy, was divided into three parts, the component 𝐸 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑐
associated with the 100 Hz harmonic series, , the component associated with the 42 Hz 𝐸 𝑠𝑙𝑠𝑝1
band, , and the remainder of the demodulated band, broad oscillatory component,  𝐸 𝑠𝑙𝑠𝑝2 𝐸
𝑠𝑙
𝑏𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑑
(see Figure 10),
𝐸 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑐 = 𝐸 𝑠𝑙𝑠𝑝1 + 𝐸 𝑠𝑙𝑠𝑝2 + 𝐸 𝑠𝑙𝑏𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑑 (1)
To decompose the oscillatory part of the AE, each record was band-pass filtered twice in the 
sp1 and sp2 bands using an infinite impulse response (IIR) digital filter of Chebyshev Type I , 
set with a fifth order low pass digital Chebychev filter and 0.9 peak to peak ripple in the 
passband [15].
There is a general agreement [8] that AE energy is proportional to the incident particle impact 
energy ( ½ mv2 ) that dissipates as elastic waves through the target material, so the normal 
expectation that AE energy associated with particle impacts will depend on the square of the 
impact speed. Figure 11 shows an example of the effect of flow speed on the static AE energy 
associated with particle impacts  for maximum particle size fraction and all nominal 𝐸 𝑝𝑠𝑡
concentrations tested. At least ten repeat 1 s records were analysed for each experimental 
condition where each point represents the average value of the ten recorded AE energy along 
with its standard deviation. As explained in section 2 the results are based on the analysis of 
over 1300 acquired AE signals. As can be seen, the static AE energy increases with both flow 
speed and nominal concentration with approximately the second power of the flow speed, 
although the best power fit is not satisfactory at the lowest concentration tested. 
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Figure 11: Effect of flow speed on the static AE energy for the three concentrations for particle size 
fraction 600-710 µm
The variation of the best fit power index n, calculated using  y = Axn + B , for all experiments 
along with the respective curve fitting (R2i) that were determined by curve fitting are also 
summarised in Table 1 which shows the weighted average exponent that calculated from 
 to be 2, which is in reasonable agreement with other studies which report this 
2
2
i i
i
n R
n
R
 
index to vary in the range of 1.5-3 depending on the slurry properties and mechanical properties 
of the material under investigation [16]. The variation in the flow speed power index might be 
explained by the fact that the slurry in the flow loop was directed vertically against the elbow, 
so flow streams that are directed in an upward direction will have the vertical component of 
their velocity affected more than the horizontal, leading to lower impingement angle and lower 
than expected n values, and this would be expected to affect smaller particles more than large 
ones. As can be seen from Table 1, generally, the flow speed exponent tends towards the 
expected value of 2 for all particle size ranges except for the lowest size fraction where 
exponent tends towards 1 (where the signal to noise ratio might be expected to be the lowest). 
Nevertheless, the lower than expected exponent observed here was not possible in [11] where 
no trend between recorded AE energy and flow speed was determined, proving the feasibility 
of using the proposed decomposition technique in sand impact detection.
Table 1: Power index of flow speed dependence of the static component of measured AE energy for 
all flow loop tests (bold text data are shown in Figure 11)
Particle size range 
(µm)
Nominal concentration (kg/m3)
Flow speed power 
index (n)
Curve fitting R2 
value (%)
1 1.18 75
2.5 1.22 82212-250
5 1.03 93
1 2.6 93
2.5 1.8 97300-425
5 1.95 93
1 2.1 78
2.5 2.2 86500-600
5 2.3 87
1 3.6 89
2.5 2.2 99600-710
5 2.5 99
Figures 12 to 14 show the variation of the energy in each spectral component (i.e. the 100 Hz 
band  , the 42 Hz spectral component  and the broad oscillatory component ) 𝐸 𝑠𝑙𝑠𝑝1 𝐸
𝑠𝑙
𝑠𝑝2 𝐸 𝑠𝑙𝑏𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑑
with flow speed for all particle size fractions and solid concentrations tested, along with the 
corresponding components for particle-free water. Again each point the average value of the 
ten recorded AE energy along with its standard deviation. The 100 Hz band  which is 𝐸 𝑠𝑙𝑠𝑝1
attributed to mechanical noise is shown in Figure 12 and the results are not sensitive to the 
presence of sand particles except at the lowest flow rate (circled in red) where the particle 
impact signal/noise ratio might be expected to be largest. The 42 Hz spectral component  𝐸 𝑠𝑙𝑠𝑝2
which is due to fluid flow is shown in Figure 13. As can be seen, this component is always very 
small and increases with flow speed. There is very little difference between the the results for 
the various particle size fractions and concentrations and  water only results for this component, 
so it is of little use in detecting particle impacts.
The dominant band is the broad oscillatory component  , as can be seen in Figure 14, 𝐸 𝑠𝑙𝑏𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑑
which is a magnitude of order higher than the other two components. The results are generally 
more consistent with the component , increasing with flow rate, less sensitive to particle 𝐸 𝑠𝑙𝑏𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑑
fraction size and varying trends with concentration. 
 Unlike all the other spectral components, the 100 Hz band decreases with flow speed. Figure 
15 shows the effect of particle size and concentration on this spectral component at the lowest 
flow speed. As can be seen, the 100 Hz spectral component decreases with both the nominal 
particle concentration and particle size range indicating that the pump rotational speed effect 
on the AE recorded can be obscured by more particles in the mixture or bigger particle size 
range. It is also evident from Figure 14, which shows the best fit power index n for all of the 
measurements, that velocity exponents in the range 1.6 to 3.1 are associated with the broad 
oscillatory component and particle signal (above the water “noise”) is much clearer at higher 
concentration and particle size ranges.
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Figure 12: Effect of flow speed on the spectral AE energy, , for the three concentrations and 𝑬 𝒔𝒍𝒔𝒑𝟏
particle-free water for each of the particle size fractions  shown
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Figure 13: Effect of flow speed on the spectral AE energy, , for the three concentrations and 𝑬
𝒔𝒍
𝒔𝒑𝟐
particle-free water for each of the particle size fractions shown
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Figure 14: Effect of flow speed on the broad spectral AE energy, , for the three 𝑬 𝒔𝒍𝒃𝒓𝒐𝒂𝒅
concentrations and particle-free water for each of the particle size fractions shown
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Figure 15: Effect of particle size and concentration on the spectral AE energy,  , for each of the 𝐸
𝑠𝑙
𝑠𝑝1
particle size fractions at 4.2 ms-1 flow speed
The general approach of developing a simple model for water impingement AE energy relative 
to flow speed and based on the static and oscillatory parts of the signal provides a means of 
characterising noise/interference sources in pipeline flows which has significant industrial and 
research applications. Although the results presented here are limited to the current piping 
system, flow rates, concentration, particle size and fluid properties tested, the overall approach 
of identifying static and spectral components of flow noise and structural vibration can be 
applied in any industrial application. Thus, a given application on an industrial installation 
would require any individual monitoring cell(s) to be designed to account for simultaneous 
flow noise identification leading to enhancement in the level of confidence for AE data 
interpretation. Such flow noise either hydraulic or mechanical are part of the acquired AE 
signal and the signal noise discrimination principle demonstrated in this work could be used to 
filter out unwanted noise/interference sources for continuous AE monitoring during 
petrochemical production where the presence of high operation noise is highly likely.
Conclusion 
Acoustic emission has been used to characterize flow noise in a pipe where sand particles are 
impinging on a carbon steel bend, with the aim of enhancing monitoring of sand particle 
impacts in a multi-phase flow-loop. Previous work identified AE associated with sand 
particle impingement in fluid flow in a pipe in the presence of other AE sources such as fluid 
flow and other mechanical vibrations. This work however presents a method of removing 
other noise components associated with fluid flow and mechanical vibration and, hence, 
enhances the ability to monitor sand particle impact with the following broad findings:
1. AE recorded by a sensor mounted on a pipe bend was strongly influenced by flow noise 
attributed to the hydraulic conditions in the pipe.
2. The raw AE power spectral density at 100 Hz varied systematically with the flow speed 
which indicates the potential of using AE as a measure of flow speed.
3. Demodulated frequency analysis of the water only impingement signals at different 
speeds showed two distinct components with spectral peaks at 100Hz and 42 Hz in the 
demodulated signal associated with mechanical vibration and fluid flow, respectively.
4. AE energy decomposition coupled with spectral peak filtering has been used to remove 
the static,  , and oscillatory, , noise components in the signals, and hence 𝐸 𝑝𝑠𝑡 𝐸
𝑠𝑙
𝑏𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑑
improve the temporal sensitivity of acquired AE signals and subsequently improve 
signal to noise ratio in AE based monitoring systems. 
5. Both these components increased proportional to vn where n is typically between 1.5 
and 3. In previous work [11] noise prevented this analysis at low flow speed and low 
particle size fractions, however this work has confirmed this relationship for these lower 
flow speeds and particle size fractions. This also now agrees with the results of previous 
work using slurry impingements and airborne sand particles [8, 10].
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